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President’s Message
Dear HAS Members,
Hello, I am Marcie O’Neall, your new President for the remainder of 2022 and 2023.
It is an honor and a privilege to be involved with this organization. Thanks to Pat
Waughtal’s dedication and hard work these past 3 years, HAS, has thrived even
through some of the most difficult and trying times imaginable. She is a hard act to
follow, and I ask for your patience and help in the coming year.
With that being said, summer has drawn to a close and the new art year is beginning.
Since our art year begins in September, it is time to pay your yearly dues. Our Fall
Art Show is November 12, 2022, and you want to be paid up and ready to enter your
artwork.
Sally Hoyt and Linda Breedveld yet again have organized an exciting group of artists
this coming year to entertain and educate. Thank you, Sally and Linda, for your
continued hard work!
I want to congratulate Darlene Dittoe one of our
members who won 1st Place in the Watercolor Art
Society, Houston (WASH) August Show. The
theme was “Skies”, and the show was judged by
Frank Billingsley the KPRC meteorologist and
artist. Darlene’s entry is entitled “No Footprints,
End of Summer”. Great work Darlene!
Our first meeting of the year is September 19, 2022. Hope to see you there. Until
then, stay safe and keep painting,
Marcie O’Neall, HAS President

HAS NEWS

“Wild River” by Mary Guinan

Its Yearly Dues Time: The dues will remain at $30 for adults and $5 for school
students. You can pay your dues on our website with your credit card. Click on JOIN
HAS/PAY DUES in the top menu to bring up the HAS logo and click on it to input
your information. Only new members need to fill out an application form. If you
wish to pay by check, mail your check to: Russell Orr, 10026 Holly Springs, Houston,
TX 77042.
HAS FALL OPEN SHOW is November 12, 2022, Fran Ellisor will judge. This will
be an in-person event at the Memorial Church of Christ, 900 Echo Lane, Houston,
TX 77024 in the Family Center Gym. It is always exciting to see so many
wonderful works of art on display!

LSAG 2022 Show Results for HAS
This LSAG Show had some amazing paintings, especially HAS! I want to show all HAS entries
whether they won a ribbon or not because they all should be seen! The talent this league has in
its members is amazing!!! Thank you for showing your artwork!!! To view the complete show
go to: https//lsag2022show.artcall.org/ and at the top of the page on the left click on Show
Gallery

Aadriyan Das, Spaniel

April Hadley, Cardinal

Aadriyan Das, Wrinkled Wisdom

B.J. Want, Balloon Boy

Brendan Flores, Canyon View

Brendan Flores, Cresting Wave

Brendan Flores, Outter Calm

Brendan Flores, The Tree
Brendan Flores, The Expedition

Cailea Chalton, Fox

Buddy Hancock, Cattle Country Church

Cailea Chalton, The Sun Bird

Carol Bracy, Beauty Upon the Flowers

Carol Bracy, Broken Promises

Carol Bracy, Delicate Flora

Carol Bracy, Hummingbird Flight

Carol Bracy, Paratroopers

Carol Bracy, Sunset Cloud

Carol Bracy, Wood Lillly

Carol Bracy, Young, Buck

Carol, Bracy, In the Lime Light

Carole Bracy, Flowering Dogwood

Carole Bracy, Change in the Weather

Cheery Young, Five Color Bird

Cheery Young, Audrey

Chung S. Park, Beautiful Lady

Chung S. Park, Generations

Chung S. Park, Flower Girl

Chung S. Park, Little Princess

Chung S. Park, Morning Sunflowers

Diane Burkart, Standing Straight

Ellie Tietjen, Beauty is in the Detail

Diane Burkhart, Encaptured Colors

Ellie Tietjen, Forget Me Not

Figure 1Ellie Tietjen, Maritime Morning

Ellie Tietjen, Jaguar

Gabriella Bartczak, Beneath the Shadows

Gwen Syzdek, Pedernales Falls

Gwen Syzdek, Pedernales II

Jacob Harred, Can
Gwen Syzdek, Rocky Creek

Kouida Putman, Agave

Marcie ONeall, Darla

Marcie ONeall, Cardinal

Marcie ONeall, Crockett

Marcie ONeall, GiGi 2022

Marcie ONeall, Reba

Marcie ONeall, Rusty 2022

Margaret Footit, Dave

Marcie ONeall, Vegetables

Margaret Footit, Jason in Blue

Margaret Footit, Dawn's Early Light

Mary Balagia, Flood Tide

Mary Balagia, Take a Deep Breath

Mary Guinan, First Blooms After Frost

Mary Guinan, Quiet Bend in River

Mary Guinan, Wild River

Mau Yamaguchi, Curious Cat

May Du, Autumn in Smokey Mountains

Mau Yamaguchi, Licking Leopard

May Du, Peaceful Heart

May Du, Happy Girl

May Du, River and Blue Skys

May Du, Sunshine & Smiles

May Du, Young Man

Nancy Pruden, Birds on Rocks

Patricia Waughtal, The Black Has It

Patricia Waughtal, Party Time
Patricia Waughtal, Mike Was There

Patricia Waughtal, Windsong

Patricia Waughtal, Rock Bound

Patricia Waughtal, The Music Man

Rosabella Cicala, Bear

Rosabella Cicala, Inverse

Sahasra Madireddy, Moonlit Meow

Sahasra Madireddy, The Gate

Sahasra Madireddy, Underwater Kaleidoscope

Sahasra Madireddy, When the Moon Hits Your Eye

Sandra Upshaw, Hello Marco!

Shelby Brown, Brisk Morning on the Prairie

Sandra Upshaw, Summer Splendor

Shelby Brown, Tip Toe

Houston Art Society
2022 / 2023 Program
Demos are from 10:00 A.M.to 12:30 P.M.
and Workshops are from 8:45A.M. to 3:30
P.M. Demos and Workshops are held at the
Memorial Church of Christ, 900 Echo Lane,
Houston, TX 77024 in the Family Center
unless otherwise noted.

Cailea Chalton, “The Sun Bird”

Date

Demo/Workshop

Artist

Medium/Subject

September 19, 2022
General Meeting
September 26, 2022

Demo

Ron Gordon

Mixed Media w/Acrylics

October 17, 2022
General Meeting

Demo

Betty James

Painting Santa in Pastel

October 24, 2022

Workshop

November 12, 2022

FALL ART SHOW - Fran Ellisor will Judge

November 21, 2022
General Meeting
December 19, 2022
General Meeting
January 23, 2023
General Meeting
January 30, 2023

Demo Only

Lynn Chatman

Acrylics

Demo Only

John Rodak

Pointillism in Ink

Demo

Robin Avery

Gouache over
Gesso/Acrylic

February 13, 2023
General Meeting
February 27, 2023

Demo

Cindy Rae Fancher

Mixed Media Tangling

March 20, 2023
General Meeting
March 27, 2024

Demo

Sarah Johnston

Introductory Acrylics

April 17, 2023
General Meeting
April 22, 2023

Demo

Mohammad Ali Bhatti

Florals in Watercolor

April 24, 2023

Workshop

Mohammad Ali Bhatti

Florals in Watercolor

May 15, 2023
General Meeting
May 22, 2023

Demo

Susan Giannantonio

Watercolor

Workshop

Workshop

Workshop

Workshop

SPRING ART SHOW – Ron Gordon will Tentatively Judge

Workshop

Ron Gordon Artist for
September 19, 2022:
Houston Art Society is proud to present Ron Gordon,
as its September 19, 2022, Demo Artist. Mr. Gordon
will be demonstrating Mixed Media with Acrylics. He
will also hold a workshop September 26, 2022.
Ron began painting lessons with his grandmother when
he was10 years old. He began taking commissions,
winning awards, and providing art services at 13. At
14 he determined to pursue a career as a professional
artist.
He developed his skills first in a local Jr. College then at the University of Southern
Mississippi where he received his BFA in 1974 and then went on to post-graduate
studies while working as the graphic artist for the PR Department of the University.
Relocating to Michigan as a public-school art teacher, his Jr. High Photography
students won awards in local and state competitions, frequently against older students
Ron was a freelance graphic artist and illustrator working on projects for numerous
Oil and Offshore Engineering Companies in Houston for several years until he
assumed the role of headmaster at a private. school.
As Principal of a Christian Academy, grade k-4 through
8th grade, for 10 years; Ron wore “many hats” as an
Administrator, Curriculum Developer, Teacher, Public
Relations Director, and Associate Pastor.
Soon after resigning from the school Ron began taking on art projects part time.
Packaging design, illustration for a children's book, murals and custom faux finishes
for residence and local business were, at first, parttime projects. Soon he was
working full time as an artist while his list of clients and collectors grew.
Murals, portraits, sculptural maps, relief panels, large
collage illustrations, contemporary nonobjective
paintings and custom impact pieces have made up
much
of
his
ever-growing
portfolio
of
accomplishments.
The artist's work is included in corporate and private collections across the country.
Much of what Gordon has done over the past few years has been by commission and
typically for medical facilities, sales offices, business, and corporate environments
or discriminating patrons.

Betty James Artist for October 17, 2022:
Houston Art Society is proud to present Betty James, as its October 2022, Demo
Artist. Ms. James will be demonstrating in Pastel. She will also hold a workshop
October 24, 2022
“Art has been a lifelong passion for me. I began drawing in early childhood and
have explored many mediums over the years. I still enjoy working in various
mediums, but my first love is oil. I have studied with many talented, professional
artist over the years. For over a decade my main focus was on private
commissioned murals. Recently I returned to painting original oils.
I do still accept commissioned murals and paintings. I strive to paint every day and am thankful to be able to work
at something I love. Painting is a never-ending journey to learn and improve my skills. I hope you enjoy my little
contribution to the world of art.”

HAS OFFICERS 2022 - 2023

Cheery Young , “Five Color Bird”
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ARTISTS NETWORK
Art Demonstrations, Art Techniques and Skills

4 Ways to Paint Like an Impressionist
By Artists Network Staff

Artist Maria Marino Brings the Famed Style to Modern Day
Whether meeting a person or seeing a place for the first time, impressions are what remain with
us. When reflecting on a person or place, I search for a clear picture, but it’s the impression that
always seems to surface. To paint like an impressionist, the most important goal is to draw a
viewer in from afar and create a painting that lures them in.
They move closer and closer and immerse themselves in the intricacies of the work up close.
Then they step back to get the overall impression once again.

Boats on the Seine by Maria Marino, pastel painting

What’s an Impressionist Painting?
Impressionist paintings are always evocative. Sometimes they are full of movement. Sometimes
they are quiet, dreamy, still and reflective. No matter the feel, they always portray an atmosphere
of spontaneity.
The style lends itself to creativity and subjectivity and successful examples of the style are works
that appear as fresh as the day they were painted.

1 – Choose the Right Subject Matter
When choosing appropriate subject matter, it must speak to you. I look for a subject that excites
me and stirs up some type of feeling, whether quiet and subtle or clamoring for attention.
The intent is to always capture the beauty of the living world — emphasis on living. You may
use a photo for reference, work in the studio or en plein air. Work how you need to as the
particulars aren’t relevant. To paint like an impressionist, seek a freshness that isn’t overworked
and choose a subject matter that feels alive to you.
The original Impressionists chose subject matters that were relatively ordinary and the moments
were fleeting. But the depiction of the moment was extraordinary because there was such an
emphasis on color and light. The subject matter can be relatively everyday — it is your depiction
that will make it extraordinary.

Isle of Swans by Maria Marino, pastel and watercolor

2 – Keep It Peripheral
In the process of painting like an impressionist, it’s critical to first lay down the bones of the
painting. When painting a pastel impressionist painting, I start with soft charcoal pencil to
establish structure first before laying in any color.
I often choose to not let my focus be on the painting as a whole. Instead I keep the whole in my
peripheral vision and move through the painting with mark making to unify the masses. That’s
when I will step back and view the overall composition.
It is critical to see the masses in a composition, while establishing foreground, middle-ground and
background together. Scale and establishing a point of interest are also very critical. Do this
deliberately and an observer will enter the painting and travel through all of its parts. Exploring
and sometimes getting lost in the build up of color and light.

3 – Visible and Various Marks
A key characteristic of Impressionism is small, visible brushstrokes or marks that remain broken
and unblended. The Impressionist approach to painting is also like breathing, unlabored and
instinctive.
Your strokes should be your own and come naturally to you. Keep the edges soft. Practice using
a variety of strokes for different effects and don’t try to hide your marks. Instead, emphasize them
at every phase of your painting.

4 – Unexpected Color Choices
When establishing Impressionist light, color and movement (created with textured strokes of
various kinds) are applied layer by layer, weaving in and out like a tapestry. That is when your
composition emerges. With light and color and more light and color I strive to connect areas of a
painting to an overall image.
Impressionists also reach for unmixed as well as mixed color. Use a variety of colors to create
shadow and light — that is one of the joys of Impressionism.

An Impressionist Demo
See how Maria Marino’s impressionist pastel painting, The Pond in Spring, takes shape over the
course of eight phases from charcoal drawing to laying in successive layers of color.

Working from a photo does not diminish the Impressionist qualities of a painting. It is all about
stopping yourself from overworking, and working with visible marks or brushstrokes.

Notice there is no linear way of working through the first layers of color. Maria keeps her hand
constantly moving over the painting. Also notice the variety of blues–I count at least 4 colors
and three different types of marks. Blues for shadow shapes is a hallmark of Impressionism.

Notice the variety of marks. Creating an impressionist painting is actually a lot of fun because
instead of controlled and regimented marks, you want to get a bit wild and definitely varied.

Now the second wave of color comes in. Notice the laying of the sky is relatively complete. The
more dynamic strokes are happening elsewhere in the painting with the sky literally and
figuratively in the background.

See how the “tapestry” of an impressionist painting comes from several successive layers of
color. The build-up of color gives the work depth.

Notice how the light from the sun has seemed to suddenly appear on the surface of the painting.
Light through color is the impressionist way.

This detail shows how color combinations create the light and shadows in the landscape. It’s an
essential to give any impressionist painting dimension.

The sky reflections and the shadow reflections on the water complete the painting and bring it
full circle, with an almost corona effect, with light roughly circling in the center of the painting
and then edged in shadow in the right and left foreground corners. The Pond in Spring by Maria
Marino, 12 x 16, soft pastel on Sennelier LaCarte surface.

The Overall Impression
In the end, painting like an Impressionist is about getting the viewer to feel rather than to
understand, to explore rather than to examine, and to love the artwork in front of them rather
than to pass it by. Explore impressionism from your own unique perspective and for more
resources to support you on your way, consider The Secret to Pastel Painting en Plein Air with
Michael Chesley Johnson or Learn to Paint Gardens in Pastel with Jackie Simmonds.

ARTISTS NETWORK
Art Composition

The Elements and Principles of Art
By Courtney Jordan

Art Composition

15 Essentials for Every Art Form
What if you had the keys to the artistic kingdom? With each of these essential for making art, that is exactly what
you have. Understanding and applying the building blocks of art (or the elements and principles of art as they are
often called) is what takes an artist from beginner to master.
In order to understand, deftly critique, and practice your chosen art form, you need to know the key concepts that
it is built upon. Familiarity with elements of art like color and line and principles of art (proportion, rhythm, and
contrast among others) is what gives artists that fluency. With your knowledge of these, you will always be able
to find the joy and excitement that can surround art…and for art lovers there is nothing more appealing than that.

Elements of Art
Think of the elements of art as the arrows in your quiver or tools in a toolbox. You use them individually and in
combination for any art making endeavor. For the visual arts, these are visual elements: color, form, line, shape,
space, texture, and value.

Color
A three-pronged element of art: hue, value and intensity.
Hue is the color itself.
Value is the hue’s lightness or darkness and changes when white or black is added to it.
Intensity is the aspect of brightness and purity of a color. High intensity colors are bold and bright. Low intensity
colors are faint and duller.

Fall Plowing by Grand Wood

Form
For painters and draftsmen, form is the element of art that renders a three-dimensional form in two dimensions.
In a lot of ways it is the heart of an art object — the form itself. It can enclose a volume and includes height, width
and depth. A cube, a sphere, a cylinder and a pyramid are all different forms. Forms can also be formless —
abstracted and free-flowing.

Line
Marks made on a surface are known as line. They start at a point and move along, creating space as they go. Lines
can be two- or three-dimensional, describing form or the form itself, implied, or abstract. Creating a series of
parallel lines to indicate form is a technique known as hatching. Crosshatching indicates more than one set of
these lines laid overtop of each other at angles to model and indicate tone.

Shape
The element of art that is two-dimensional, flat, or limited to height and width. Usually a shape is enclosed.

Space
Space is the element of art through which both positive and negative areas are defined or a sense of depth is
achieved in a work of art.

Texture
This aspect of art defines the way an art object or an element in a composition feels or looks as if it would feel if
touched.

Grand Odalisque by Jean Auguste Dominique Ingres

Principles of Art
If the elements of art are your tools, the principles of art are how you put them to work. It is where the style of art
manipulates its substance. Rhythm, harmony, balance, contrast, movement, proportion, and variety are the
principles of art.

Rhythm
This principle of art describes the movement in or of an artwork. Rhythm is created by the variety and repetition
of elements in a work of art that come together to create a visual tempo or beat.

Harmony
This is achieved when the elements of an artwork come together in a unified way. Certain element are repeated
yet still look and feel similar. Not monotony and not chaos, harmony is that perfectly honed combination of both.

Balance
Artists combine elements to add a feeling of equilibrium or stability to a work of art. Symmetry and asymmetry
are manifestations of balance.

Starry Night by Vincent van Gogh

Contrast
Areas of contrast are where a viewer’s eye are usually first drawn. Artists will combine elements to stress the
differences between those elements.

Movement
Movement is used to create the look and feeling of action in an artwork. It guides the viewer’s eye throughout a
piece. A sense of movement can be varied lines, repetition of elements, and gestural mark-making among many
more.

Untitled by Jean-Michel Basquiat

Pattern
This is the uniform repetition of an element of art or combination of elements. Anything can be turned into a
pattern through repetition.

Proportion
Within the realm of the elements and principles of art, proportion is the relationship of elements in an artwork to
the whole and to one another.

Variety
The principle of art concerned with diversity or contrast is that of variety. Variety is brought about by using
different colors, sizes and shapes in a work of art. It is the partner of unity. Artists seek the balance between the
two.

More Elements and Principles of Art
If this guide has been a refresher in the very best of ways, then you know you are ready for the next step of your
art journey. Put the elements and principles of art into practice in your next artwork. Make it your best–and
something you are proud of.

